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Presenter
Presentation Notes
University of Sunderland is a post 92 institution on the northeast coast of England. We also have a campus in London and in Hong Kong. In 2015/16 we had approximately 19000 students, 7000 of those study via an off campus mode of delivery.Of the 7000 off campus students, approx. 11% are independent learners (IDL) 89% are studying at an overseas partner college (TNE – transnational education)



Timeline of Skills Support
for distance learners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first request for synchronous support at Sunderland came from our Business school in 2010. The academic making the request was concerned that some feedback from a partner in Morocco had indicated students were not using the online resources.. That session was the first I delivered using Skype – it was quite last minute as I sought some suitable technology to use. I wanted to seize the opportunity though and made it work.Prior to that we had developed interactive flash tutorials on Captivate and made guides available. Over the next couple of years, as our knowledge and confidence leading synchronous sessions grew, Skype became part of our offer. I began to investigate other possible tools for leading webinars - as a University we did not yet have video conferencing/webinar software so we experimented with free tools such as Any Meeting and Vyew (no longer free). In 2014 we trialled hosting webinars that any off campus student could attend – they were promoted via the library web page, by email and through academic staff. Initially there was a lot of interest with quite a lot of people signing up, but attendance was quite poor. After a review of attendance, student feedback and staff time it was decided to discontinue this offer, but consider alternative methods of engaging students.Acknowledging that students studying different modes have different needs, we looked at the type of skills support that would fit best for independent learners and TNE students. Our experience is students attend and get the most out of skills support when it is relevant to them and built into their course or curriculum. They do not often voluntarily attend separate library sessions – that is our experience on campus too.There are large differences in how the two modes are taught – ILs use the VLE while TNE students are taught at centres and do not use the VLE. TNE students also have staff at their centre who is their first port of call.With ILs in mind we met with programme leaders and discussed involvement in their VLE space – becoming embedded in their online environment. Initially we participated in their online induction by providing embedded guides and offering programme specific introductory webinars using Blackboard Collaborate within the VLE. These were targeted and supported by the lecturers. We found that the PGCE students which is by far the largest single cohort were very interested in webinars and many signed up. We ended up putting on additional webinars for the PGCE students. Environmental Management students were not as interested and attendance at webinars was low. We have gradually adapted the skills we deliver based upon our experiences, and where we are now is a skills offer that we can tailor to individual programmes.



Initiate planning 
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Presentation Notes
To help initiate discussions with academic colleagues and to clearly articulate the skills support available to off campus students (and staff) we developed two models – one for IDL and one for TNE.For IDL our offer centres around embedding skills and engagement within the VLE through a combination of asynchronous and synchronous support. This will be agreed with the programme leader, drawing on our experience and course needs.
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Presentation Notes
For TNE our offer centers around asynchronous support in the forms of guides available on our library web page, with partner staff able to request additional synchronous sessions as part of their programmes.Both IDL and TNE students can also seek one-to-one support from a librarian via skype.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a basic template that we insert to the VLE programme spaces for all IDL programmes which serves as a detailed online induction and information skills resource students can refer to all year. It includes links to additional resources and embedded videos which are 2-3 minutes long.At the start of their course the distance learning librarian contacts all the students through VLE announcements or email to welcome them to the course and to encourage use of these pages. This is the first element of asynchronous support.



Asynchronous Skills

Asked about the best way 
to find 
• a peer reviewed 

journal article – 84% 
• A specific newspaper 

article – 21% 
• Case law – 53%
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We do offer a synchronous session as an introduction to sourcing information for students on the MSc Environmental Management because there is a small number who do wish to attend, however the approach we have taken over the last two years is to participate in an ‘Induction Test’ organised by the programme leader. The induction test lasts for the first four weeks of their programme and is marked by the programme leader to give students some formative feedback before embarking on the rest of their studies.The first asynchronous activity is a quiz based on the information in the guides – particularly a finding information video.  Over a few years, doing student one-to-ones and running hands-on searching workshops we’ve observed that students reporting problems finding information are actually searching inappropriate resources. In some cases there is a lack of understanding of what the different sources are, what they are best used for and the different tools that can be used to find them.This activity is an optional quick quiz for students who’ve already worked through the library content in the VLE. The sources we’re asking them about are the types of information they will need to find throughout their studies, Each answer has built in feedback but at the end of the induction period I gave some general feedback to all participants with links to further support such as one-to-one help from study advisers/librarians.Out of 40 students, 19 completed the quiz.  Results were mixed – no one got full marks, and only a couple of people got 4/5 whereas 9 students got less than 2 questions correct. It maybe provides an additional indication that there is some confusion about finding different types of sources. It is also feedback that perhaps more more coverage of this next year in a different more interactive way. 



Asynchronous Skills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second part of the induction test that the library fed into was an activity around searching for an academic journal article on the library Discovery system. Students were asked to find a journal article on a topic they were interested in related to their subject. Once they had chosen one to then think about why they selected it. What criteria did they apply?This activity was designed to encourage discussion around methods of selecting sources and what criteria they may apply – what evaluative questions they may ask initially and later on. Answers were posted on a discussion board within the VLE and this was a great opportunity for both myself and the programme leader to give some feedback and for students to ask any additional questions they may have.



Webinars & 
Recordings

3 Webinars
• Welcome/induction
• Advanced Searching
• Academic writing & critical 

thinking

188 attendees Sept/Oct

• 173 PGCE or Education 
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The programmes that have responded well to synchronous skills support are PGCE and other education related courses.I trialled two programmes for running webinars this year – the first being Big Blue Button which is embedded with our VLE and the second being Skype for Business.I have used Big Blue Button with distance learners to ensure the library engagement opportunities are taking place where they have their teaching. We have built upon the offer this year. In 2016/17 we offered 1 webinar repeated multiple times (to accommodate student sin different time zones) and this was a webinar with a dual purpose - to introduce the online learning resources available and be a welcome face from the library, but also to discuss searching for information sources – how to begin, some things to consider and to answer student questions.A consistent piece of feedback that we hear from programme leaders is that students really struggle with academic writing.  This year following conversations with programme leaders we added two additional webinars:Advanced searching for journal articles and search strategiesAcademic writing and being criticalWebinars are recorded and made available to download afterwards. We get a lot of requests for recordings from people who are not available during the time slots.



Interactivity & Engagement

Webinar feedback

“Extremely useful webinar. Especially the bit 
about additional characters to allow for quick 
searching of multiple variations of a term.”

“Thanks to everyone for this webinar. It has 
really improved my understanding of what is 
required of me ”

“Great to know you can link to google scholar 
very useful tips! thanks!”
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Presentation Notes
During the webinars we build in interactivity and opportunities for student interaction & engagement.The main tool for engagement is the chat window, and I will try and pose questions that students can share their experiences in the chat.Some other methods I use are:Questions where students can write response on padletPolls/quizzes – can help initiate discussion – an easy way for students to participateThis helps break it up so it isn’t always librarian/study adviser talking.We’ve had really positive feedback from webinars.



Transnational
Education

Material on library web pages

• Online induction video playlist
• Study Skills Guides
• Skype (one-to-many)
• Materials for partners

2016/17  4 Skype sessions – 100 students
2017/18  6 Skype sessions – 155 students
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The approach to students at transnational partners is different as they do not use the Virtual Learning Environment. Support is primarily asynchronous.We share the TNE model of library support and encourage Sunderland academic staff to discuss with partners on visits.Study skills guides are made available through the library website and a series of short videos are available to guide students through use of resources.Partner staff can request synchronous sessions via Skype for Business, although this is only taken up by a handful of partners (out of 18+ TNE partners).



Conclusion
“ Instructors must examine course 
content, learner motivation and needs, and 
learning outcomes before deciding on the 
types of interaction to be woven into the 
course work

Watts, L. (2016) Synchronous and asynchronous communication in 
distance learning: a review of the literature, Quarterly Review of Distance 
Education, 17 (1) pp.23-32

”
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We’ve found that offering a variety of asynchronous and synchronous skills has been successful. Linking whatever you do to the course content where possible, and modifying depending on student motivation and need. Not all students will sign up for synchronous sessions, but some students prefer it. For us there is a clear divide by subject. With asynchronous support it is still important that there are opportunities for interactivity and engagement with library staff.Both methods take time to prepare and plan. 
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